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Abstract.

Selected MAGSAT

nated by the field from the earth's crust (see, e.g. Alldredge
et al., 1963; Bullard, 1967). This paper describesan attempt
to construct a suitable data set from Magsat data and determine
the degreeat which the dominancepassesfrom core to crustal

data are used to derive a

spherical
harmonicmodelof the earth'sinternalmagneticfield
of degreeand order23. The powerspectrum,with termsof
the form (Mauersberger,1956' Lowes, 1974):

sources.

n ((gn
Rn=(n+1) m=0
23
m)2+(hn
m)2),

The Data Set

is computed.It exhibitsa distinctchangeof slopeat about
n = 14 which is interpretedto meanthat the field from the

The data consist of 26,500 Magsat scalar and vector data
points taken on fourteen selectedmagnetically quiet days over
the interval November 5, 1979 to March 15, 1980. Vector
data were limited to + 50 ø latitude so as to reduce the contamination due to field aligned currents. The vector data were

core dominates for n •< 13 and the field from the crust for

n >• 15. The two portions of the spectrumare well repre-

sented
by:Rn= 1.349
X 109(0.270)
n(nT)
2forthecore
andRn= 37.1(0.974)
n (nT)2 forthecrust.
These
repre-

corrected for attitude

sentations can be used to establish order of magnitude
inaccuracies in core field models due to crustal fields and due

biases and external fields based on field

models derived separately for the individual fourteen days, as
described by Langel et al ( 1981). A linear secularvariation
model to degreeand order seven,computed from the Magsat
data, was used to reduce these data to epoch 1980.0. Table 1
givesthe days from which the data were selected, the number

to inability to "observe"the core field wavelengths
beyond
n = 13 which are totally obscuredby the crustalfield.
Introduction

of observations and the measurement

N
V=a n=lZ

standard deviations used

in the least squaresadjustment. The standarddeviationsrepresent the standard deviations of fits of the data to separate,
individual field models basedon each of the quiet days. Langel
et al (1982) discusshow the measurement standard deviations
are used to weight the data in the least squaresestimation
algorithm.

As shown by Gaussin 1839, the potential of the internal
geomagneticfield can be representedby a sphericalharmonic
analysisof the form'

mcos
Zn (a]n+l
•
[gn

m=0

(1)
The Model

rn sinme] Pn
m (cos0)
+ hn

Derivation of the model was a two step process. In the first
step all coefficients were allowed to adjust freely in the least
squaresestimation. At this point the standarderror of each

where' a is the mean radius of the earth,

r, 0, ½are the standardsphericalcoordinates,and

coefficient

m (in "modem" methodology)are the SchmidtquasiPn
normalized form of associated Legendre functions.

The magneticfield is then givenby'
•=-vv

(2)

man d hn
m'
Measured
dataareusedto derivethecoefficients
gn

usuallyby someform of leastsquares
procedure.
The measuredmagneticfield containscontributionsfrom
sourceswithin the earth's core and crust, from electric currents

in the lower mantle, and from externalcurrentsin the iono-

sphere
andmagnetosphere.
Assuming
thatanyeffectsof the
externalcurrentscan be minimizedby proper data selectionand

processing
in a globaldataset,the coefficients
in (1) canbe

was examined and the ratio of the coefficient

to its

standard error was calculated. In the second step, the field
model determined in the first step was used as the a priori
estimate of the field, except that those coefficients whose ratio
was lessthan 2.5 (in the first step) were constained to be zero
in the step two least squaresadjustment. This criteria for
eliminating coefficients which are poorly determined (a ratio
greater than or equal to 2.5 implies the coefficient has statistical significanceabove the 99% confidencelevel) is similar
to that used by Barraclough and Malin (1979) for modeling
secularacceleration. The derived coefficients, designated
MGST(10/81), and their standarderrorsare availablefrom the
authors. For most purposeslower degreeand order models,

suchas MGST(6/80) (Langel et al., 1980) or GSFC(9/80)
(Langel et al., 1982) are more suitable.

solvedto determinea model for the combinedeffectsof the
core and crustalfields. Further, one would expect the low

The Spectrum

degreeandordertermsto bedominated
by the fieldfromthe
earth'scoreand the higherdegreeandordertermsto be domiCopyright
Paper

The primary purpose for derivingMGST(10/81) was to
examine its power spectrum. The form of that spectrum is
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taken to be the one introducedby Mauersberger
(1956) and by

number 2L0113.

Lowes (1966, 1974) where:
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Rn=37.1(0.974)
n(nT)
2,

Number of

Observations

Nov. 5,
Nov. 21,
Nov. 22,
Dec. 13,
Dec. 25,
Jan. 9,
Jan. 10,
Jan. 18,
Jan. 19,
Feb. 12,
Feb. 13,
Mar. 2,
Mar. 3,
Mar. 15,

(5)

Data Sigma (nT.)

(B, X, Y, Z)

1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
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for the core and '

TABLE 1. MagsatScalarandVector Data Usedin Model

Date

Spectrum

Usedfor Weighting

1,500
1,200
1,200
2,800
2,700
1,200
1,200
1,600
1,600
2,100
2,100
2,400
2,400
2,500

10
15
15
10
10
20
20
15
15
10
10
10
10
5

for the crust,
Discussion

If our interpretationof Figure 1 is correct,then the turn
in the spectrumdoesnot reflecta limitationof the databut
rather the separatefield sources,and the higherdegreeand
orderspherical
harmoniccoefficients,
whilenot aswell determined asthe lower degree/orderterms,nonethelessare physically meaningful.
Practicallyspeaking,
thismeansthat the presence
of crustal
fieldsplacesa limitationon our ability to estimatethe field
from the earth'score.In particular,the accuracyof termsof

26,500

n

Rn=(n+1)m=0
Z [(gr•)2
+(hnm)2].

(3)

Rn isthemean
square
value
overtheearth's
surface
of the

magneticfield intensityproducedby harmonics
of the nth

degree.
Theset[Rn] istabulated
inTable2 andplotted
in
Figure1. The dipoletermobviously
standsalone,anda break

a givendegreefor describing
the corefield will dependupon
the relativeamplitudeof the coreand crustalcomponentsfor
that degree.Thesecanbe estimatedfrom Figure1. Models
derivedusingthesetechniquesshouldnot extend beyond
degree/order
14 if they are intendedto representonly the
corefield. New techniques,perhapssuchasthat developed
by Shureet al (1981), will be requiredto estimatecorefields
at higherdegreeand order. It shouldalsobe noted that
Figure 1 implieslimitationson termsof highdegree/order,
yet lessthan fourteen. For exampleone shouldnot expect
to determine terms of degree/ordertwelve and thirteen to
within 1% since more than 1% of the contribution at these
wavelengthsis crustalin origin.

in the spectrumis apparentneardegree14. This is in agreement with earlier resultsof Cain et al (1974) and Cain (1976).

1o1ø • i i i i i [ i i i [ i i i • • i I i I i i i i i i i

Our interpretationof Figure1 is that the corefield dominates
for n •< 13, and the crustalfield for n >/15.
Thisinterpretationis supportedby the analysisof McLeod
and Coleman(1980) who derivedthe expectedshapeof the

n

Rn= (n+ 1)m•=O[(gnm)
a+ (hnm)
a]
10s-

•

spherical
harmonic
powerspectrum,
Rn, usinga statistical
model for the core and crustal fields. Their theoretical spec-

trum is in closeagreementwith Figure 1 in shapealthough
theircrustalspectrumis abouta factorof threelowerin amplitude.

Thestraight
linesonFigure1 arelinearregressions
to Rn for
n = 2 to 12 and 16 to 23. They are:
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TABLE 2. The GeomagneticSpectrumFrom MGST(10/81)

n

Rn(nT)
2

n

Rn(nT)
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.869x 109(+0.05)
6.148x 107(+0.10)
3.562x 107(+0.15)
1.033x 107(+0.23)
2.032x 106(+0.32)
5.114x 105(+0.43)
1.456x 105(+0.56)
1.979x 104(+0.71)
1.509x 104(+0.89)
2.523x 103(+1.07)
8.057x 102(+1.24)
1.975x 102(+1.22)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

104.86(+1.18)
37.40(+1.33)
31.51(+1.27)
27.64(+1.17)
22.84(+1.12)
24.78(+1.59)
14.26(+0.79)
22.67(+1.49)
13.84(+1.33)
22.84(+1.15)
32.46(+2.00)

10' •
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:Fig.]. Geomagnetic
fieldspectum.
Rn is thetotalmean
squarecontributionto the vectorfield by all harmonicsof
degreen. The curvesare fit to the surfaceresultand extrapolated to the core-mantleboundary.
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Fig. 2. Difference in scalarfield betweenthe full (degree= 13) GSFC(9/80) model and the GSFC(9/80) model truncated
to degree ten, at the earth's surface. Units are nT.

The evaluationgives4.50 nT which then may be regardedas
an upper bound on the absoluteaccuracywith which we can

One of the applications of spherical harmonic magnetic
field models is to estimate the main field contribution

in

aeromagneticsurveysso that it can be removedto isolate the
anomalous field originating in the crust. Our results imply
that modelsused for that purposeshould extend to at least
degree/order thirteen. This, of course, is more important
for isolatinganomaliesat satellite altitude, where the anomaly amplitude is very small (0-50 nT), than at the surface.

To providean estimateof the importanceof higherdegree/
order terms,we comparedtwo versionsof the GSFC (9/80)
field model (Langel et al, 1982). One versionwas the full
degree/order thirteen model and the other a truncation to
degree/orderten. Figure 2 showsthe difference in field
magnitude at the earth's surface. The differencesare up to
Thus, if it is necessaryto isolate anomaly fields with an

accuracybetter than 20 nT, the full thirteenth degree/order
model is required.

Rn= 4.0X1010(0.222)
n(nT)2.

(8)

This was derived from the n=3 to 8 terms of IGRF 1965.0

The slopeof (8) is steeperthan that of (4) so that (8) underestimatesthe contribution of the higher degreeterms.Examination of our Figure 1 and Lowes'Figure 2 showsthat both
the n = 2 and n = 8 terms are below the computed lines in
both analyses.Thus the omissionby Lowesof the n = 2
n = 8, resultedin the steeperslope.
The fact that the higher order terms are more important
than previouslythought affectsour estimateof the accuracy
to which we know the field at the core-mantle boundary.

Because
of itsdefinition,
Rn canbeusedto estimate
the
magnitude of the field due to terms of specific degree(s). For
example, the rms core field of degree eleven is given by

=V/1.349
X 109(0.270)
TM
=27.4
nT,

Lowes'(1974,expression
4) equation
for Rn is'

term, togetherwith the non-availabilityof terms beyond

20 nT in magnitudeand between10ø - 20ø in wavelength.

•

determine the magnitude of crustal anomalies.

Rn,anditsstandard
error,maybeextrapolated
tothecore-

mantle boundary,assumingthat the effectsof mantle currents

(6)

TABLE

wheretheexpression
for Rll is takenfromequation
(4).

Error

at the Core-Mantle Boundary

The argumentmay be extendedto estimatethe differencein
accuracyof modelsof degreeten and thirteen:

V/Rll + R12+ R13= 31.7nT,

3. The rms field and its Standard

(7)

in fair agreement with Figure 2. We can also estimate the
inaccuracies in core field models resulting from not being
able to determine terms above degree thirteen by evaluating

therootofn=Z14
Rn,where
Rniscalculated
fromequation
(4).

n

rms field (nT)

rms o (nT)

1
2-12
1-12

2.64 X 105
2.93 X 105
3.94 X 105

1.4
6.1 X 103
6.1 X 103

•>2

3.56X 105

(2.03X105)

> 12
Total

2.03X 105
4.43X 105

(2.03X 105)
(2.03X 105)
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Geomagnetic

arenegligible,
bymultiplying
bythefactor(a/r)2n+4,
where

Field
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Rn(r=3485
km)TM
1.51X1010
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n(nT)
2 (9)
The core field portion of the spectrumis now almostlevel,
i.e. the higherharmonics,whicharelesswell determined,are
relatively more important that at the surface. The radius at

which the transformedequation(4) givesa "white" spectrum
is r = 3311 km, which is 174 km below the seismiccoremantle boundary.
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dipole term and standard errors are estimated by transforming the values directly from Table 2. Table 3 summarizes these results.
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mantle
boundary
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Lowes (1974).
It is perhaps worth noting that in severalcasesthe deviations of the points from the line in Figure 1 are much greater
than would be expectedfrom the error estimates. The degree
eight term is the most obviousof these. In fact, this term is
low in the spectra of models derived solely from POGO
satellite data and solely from surfacedata as well as from
MAGSAT data. This might indicate that real features are
reflected in the structure of the spectrum.
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